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Temporary Workshop helps boat yard expand
Everyone knows how unpredictable the
British summers are, so when the weathers
good, anyone with a boat wants to be on
the water. This means the companies who
store and maintain boats need to have all
their clients boats ready to go and be able
to switch from virtually zero launches to
maximum based upon the weather.

When you’re a seasonal business in
the UK, you still need protection
from the elements.
KB Boat Park invest in temporary
workshop
There are lots of seasonal businesses, but if
you’re supporting the UK pleasure boating
sector, then the pressures really on.

A temporary workshop means
predictable hours without the
planning issues
If you’re a boat yard, things need to be
ﬂexible, which is why a temporary workshop
solution is perfect. With less stringent
planning than a permanent building, it
provides a whole diﬀerent level of ﬂexibility.
It can be expanded, relocated and simply
removed should the business needs change.
What’s more it provides all of the protection
and comfort of a permanent workshop.

If you’re considering a temporary
building from a UK supplier, it’s
worth asking if they employ their
own installation and maintenance
teams – because ﬁnding out later
could be a real pain.
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Probably the most ﬂexible
retail space in the UK
Wickes are renowned for their innovation and have
reshaped the UK DIY and traditional builder’s
merchants sector since they entered the market in
1972. So it came as no surprise when they were
opening a new store in Staines, they had a new
concept for maximising their retail space.

Aganto are one of a small number of
temporary building suppliers fully
based in the UK
Many of the temporary building suppliers
operating in the UK actually only have a
sales oﬃce here. All other support is
hired in and produced brought in.
Without an operating overhead, their
prices can sometimes look appealing but
the problem with this is when you have a
little niggle – they don’t have the people
to come and sort it out.

Flexible undercover space for ‘out of town’ retail
With any retail ﬂoor space, inside or outside, to be successful
you need to maximise the usage. The team designing the
store layout at Wickes had identiﬁed the use of a retractable
tunnel which would provide both valuable undercover
loading area and ﬂexible overspill cover for ﬂash sales or
special promotions. With the outside yard space being as
important as the internal store footprint for sales, it was
imperative that Wickes could optimise every square foot.

After sales service is what our
customers value – because they
know it’s important
Aganto have four installation teams
and a dedicated after sales support
function, to make sure you are getting
the very best experience from your
investment. This means if there’s a
small niggle, a small structural change
needed or something you’re just not
sure about – we’ll send one of our
team out ‘on-site’ to get it sorted.

Retractable tunnel in corporate Wickes colours
Having a busy footfall both within the store and yard meant
the look of the retractable tunnel was just as important as
the functionality. The Wickes corporate colour scheme was
speciﬁed, together with skirting and ﬂashing to ensure the
link to the store building was weatherproof.

Do I need a concrete base for a temporary building?
FAST, COST EFFECTIVE, TEMPORARY INDUSTRIAL BUILDINGS FOR SALE OR HIRE

Unlike some temporary building providers, Aganto don’t
require a concrete base to install your semi-permanent
building onto, this means you get three key advantages!
1 – Minimised project costs
2 – Faster deployment or just more ﬂexibility in location
3 – Zero costs to reinstate

Temporary
Warehouses

Temporary Storage
Structures

Industrial
Canopies

Retractable
Tunnels

Loading Bay
Canopies

Temporary Garage
Buildings

Aﬀordable temporary
warehouse solutions for
additional warehousing
can be assembled and
operational within days.

Expanding your on-site
storage space has never
been so easy. You can
increase your storage
space in days.

You can be up and
running in days with
an Aganto semipermanent industrial
workshop

Retractable tunnels
provide a cost eﬀective
and ﬂexible solution for
adding walkways, car
ports, loading bays and
other industrial facilities.

Temporary loading bay
canopies help create
more covered space for
dispatch and goods-in.
Which means more
eﬃcient logistics solution.

Need to expand capacity
for your vehicle
operations? Aganto
temporary garage
buildings built on your
own lot are perfect.
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Your ground doesn’t even need to be perfectly ﬂat!
Any existing surface can be used, so long as it works for your temporary
building application – we have installed many temporary buildings on
bumpy slopes, which worked perfectly for the job it needed to do.
How does hardstanding compare with concrete?
Using heavy duty toggle anchors on any hardstanding will provide
the same structural-engineer satisfying anchorage as a nice new
dual-mesh C40 concrete slab.

www.aganto.co.uk

Fibre-Tech
workshop expansion

The leading OEM of exhaust systems, thermal and acoustic
solutions needed additional workshop space – it turned to
Aganto for the answer.
Fibre-Tech provide innovative solutions
to heat management problems
Fibre-Tech oﬀer fast and eﬀective design
solutions, complemented by a ﬂexible
and responsive manufacturing facility, to
a wide range of customers and market
sectors. They supply their products into
the commercial vehicle; marine and
power generation sectors as well as high
performance cars and earth moving
equipment manufacturers.
Hire of a temporary workshop
provided the perfect solution
In March 2017, the company completed
its acquisition of a precision engineering
business. This strategic acquisition will
provide Fibre-Tech with 85% of the
component requirement, making the
company less reliant on external
suppliers and providing greater control in
manufacturing and quality.

With dynamic growth, the hire of a
temporary workshop to accommodate
their immediate needs at the main
manufacturing facility, was the obvious
answer.
A temporary workshop ‘on hire’ can
be expanded, moved or removed
very quickly
The pace of change within the business
means being ﬂexible is a key component.
Fibre-Tech leads the way in innovative
design and manufacturing solutions for
ﬂexible and rigid insulation systems,
engine exhausts, Acoustic Shielding and
now precision engineered components.
At the heart of the organisation is a proactive continuous improvement
approach in everything they do – that
includes the procurement of how they
think about buildings.

PACE Logistics
loading canopy keeps
operations running
in all weathers

PACE Logistics based in Manchester
UK, are specialists in Logistics,
Transport, Distribution, Pallet
Network Distribution, Haulage,
and Warehousing.
Semi-permanent loading canopy
increases eﬃciency
The company operates within the UK
Pallet express delivery network. PACE
required an additional covered area to
temporarily store goods for loading and
unloading purposes during the busy
times of the day.
Investing in a loading canopy
reduces risk
As quality standards continue to be
tightened by overseeing bodies and
customers. it is becoming more and
more critical to load and unload
undercover and avoid the impact of
wet damage.
Why PACE chose an Aganto
loading canopy
The Aganto loading canopy buildings
are an extremely fast and cost eﬀective
way of preventing wet damage when
loading and unloading. Aganto provided
PACE Logistics with two interlinked
loading canopies.

Automotive manufacturing loading bay canopy
Automotive manufacturing supply chain
leads the way in being lean
SCHEDL Automotive System Service
provides wheel and tyre assemblies on a
high industrial level to automotive OEM’s.
Growth in demand lead to the need for
more eﬃcient loading
With increasing orders the eﬃciency of the
team loading and unloading needed
reviewing to ensure the resources could
meet the surge in demand. Enabling the
goods being loaded or unloaded to be

www.aganto.co.uk

What’s pallet storage
costing you?

What are the hidden costs of
pallet storage and how can you
optimise eﬃciency whilst keeping
costs down and comply with pallet
storage regulations?
Pallet storage within their existing
warehousing wasn’t an option
Crown has a long history of leading the
industry with innovative packaging
technology. But storing ﬁnished creative
metal packaging designs and a portfolio
of distinctive shapes must take priority
over empty pallet storage. The business
had considered oﬀ-site warehousing of
pallets but felt this would be even more
ineﬃcient. However storing on-site
presented operational challenges and to
avoid accidents and inventory damage,
Crown Speciality Packaging used spare
articulated trailers. However this had
hidden costs, it tied up a trailer, yard
space and was time consuming to store
and retrieve pallets.
A temporary pallet warehouse
provided the best compliant solution
When Aganto were approached, Crown
Speciality Packaging was given conﬁdence
in the advice provided. Understanding the
regulations governing pallet storage and
the commercial needs of the business – a
suitable recommendation was quickly
drafted. With a delivery in a matter of
weeks, the payback of the temporary pallet
warehouse purchase was quickly underway.

A temporary building
to cope with the
seasonal peaks

When the UK’s largest supplier of
British tomatoes to the high street
needed more space quickly, where
did they go?
Harvesting over 20,000 tonnes of
tomatoes every year
Specialising in the production and supply
of top quality tomatoes grown in the
most sustainable way possible, APS is a
genuinely innovative and forward thinking
business. So it’s no surprise that when
challenged with the need for additional
storage space, they looked at an Aganto
temporary building as the solution.
Seasonal peaks to meet UK retail demand
British tomato production amounts to about
92,000 metric tonnes per year – about a
ﬁfth of the total volume of tomatoes sold in
the country through the year, and up to a
half in the summer. APS glasshouses
produce around 500 million tomatoes per
year ranging from cherry to beefsteak. They
grow conventional hydroponic tomatoes
and are also the largest soil grown organic
producer in the UK.
A temporary building to cope with
the seasonal peaks
The building located at their packing facility
at Chichester, provided them with a fast
ﬂexible solution for their storage needs. It
was installed within a matter of weeks from
order and can be extended or moved to
suit the businesses evolving needs.

Wincanton choose
temporary warehouse
to accommodate
contract win

Wincanton is the largest British
logistics ﬁrm, providing supply chain
consultancy with approximately
17,500 people across more than
200 sites and have a 3,400-strong
ﬂeet of vehicles.
So why was a temporary warehouse
solution better?
Modern day third party logistics is all
about being dynamic, responding to
change and operating as eﬃciently as
possible. With a new contract win
dictating more warehousing space, the
choice was another site and the
complexities that brings, or utilising
space on an existing site. As experts in
collaborative warehousing and transport
models, plus an absolute commitment
to continuous improvement – the most
eﬀective solution was to hire in a
temporary warehouse.
A temporary warehouse also
delivers sustainability
Wincanton’s customers know that a
well managed supply chain plays a key
role in mitigating their impact on the
environment. Having a single site
reduces vehicle movements and
delivers an environmentally sustainable
logistics solution – minimising the
carbon footprint of the delivered mile.

Motor Range car sales add another temporary building to meet demand
temporarily stored at a precise location
where deliveries and collections are made
could signiﬁcantly increase productivity.
An industrial loading bay canopy was
the answer
To protect staﬀ when loading and
unloading vehicles and keep all stock and
customer orders dry and protected – was
essential. Aganto were approached to
provide advice on how loading and
unloading could be optimised using an
industrial loading bay canopy.

With the biggest choice of used cars on Merseyside, over 1500 cars across two sites, the
retailer needed to increase working area for the cleaning and prepping of vehicles
As a raving fan of Aganto, we were their
ﬁrst port of call for a temporary building
Open 7 days a week and oﬀering a vast
range of vehicles – from small eco cars,
practical hatchbacks, family friendly MPV’s to
prestige saloons, sports and all road 4x4’s –
keeping up with demand meant the need
for a weather proof area for the cleaning
and prepping of vehicles was essential.

Aganto’s service, options and ﬂexibility on
temporary buildings won them the business
Having previously purchased from Aganto,
Motor Range were already well aware of
the physical and ﬁnancial beneﬁts a
temporary building provides. The 10m wide,
20m long temporary workshop for detailing
the cars was perfect. With an eave height
of 5m, even the largest vehicles sold by the
car retailer could easily be accommodated.
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